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Abstract. This work builds upon a previous proposal for the use of the extended 

SAPPhIRE model of causality as a foundation for a PLM system, and more spe-

cifically the management of design data at the conceptual design phase. During 

the conceptual design phase, the product definition is in a state of flux as multiple 

iterations and options are considered until a suitable baseline design is developed. 

The role of PLM systems is to manage the people, processes and products in-

volved in developing and sustaining a product in order to increase stakeholder 

satisfaction and product quality while reducing lifecycle costs. At the conceptual 

design stage, a balance must be struck between the freedom to iterate and the 

need to control the design process and capture relevant data.  

Currently, PLM systems are not well suited for the support of the conceptual 

design stage due to their reliance on the product structure, as the unavoidable, 

significant design changes to the physical configuration in the early design stages 

make it difficult to maintain a coherent product definition. This paper presents a 

case study of the product data created during the conceptual design phase of the 

SpudNik-1 CubeSat. The results demonstrate the ability of the model to represent 

a variety of design data representing different subsystems at several levels of ma-

turity. This could prove to be more consistent and easier to use for conceptual 

design and is one part of a larger goal of redesigning PLM systems for the support 

of the extended product lifecycle. 

Keywords: Conceptual Design, Behaviour, Function, Causal, Satellite, 

Nanosatellite, Product Lifecycle Management, Behavioural Model 

1 Introduction 

Designing, building and operating spacecraft and other complex systems involve 

unique challenges for engineers. To address these challenges, engineers have developed 

methodologies and tools that emphasize collaboration and dynamic exchanges between 

personnel. These methodologies form the basis of concurrent engineering and are cen-

tral to the systems engineering development process. Typically, the systems engineer-
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ing process is represented by the V-model, and more recent work has specifically fo-

cused on the early stages of space system design [1], which can be referred to as con-

current conceptual design.  Creating a proper tool for exchanging and storing design 

data and supporting the concurrent work and collaboration is imperative for optimizing 

the quality of work, schedule goals and capital expenditures. 

The effective handling of data is crucial for the success of each phase of an engi-

neering design project. Previous work focused on the design data used within the 

CEDESK concurrent conceptual engineering tool, which is based on parametric sys-

tems models, and was restricted to the thermal behaviour of a CubeSat [2]. CEDESK 

is a data exchange tool that was developed to conduct concurrent design studies in an 

efficient way, with previous case studies performed on satellite projects [3]. This paper 

will expand on the previous work in two ways. First, by examining conceptual design 

data in multiple formats and from multiple sources, and second by comparing the rep-

resentation of multiple CubeSat subsystems. 

The paper is structured as follows. After a summary of the literature review and an 

explanation of the Extended SAPPhIRE model, the context of the case study is estab-

lished. The methodology of the data collection and analysis is explained, and the results 

presented. Finally, relevant insights and conclusions are made based on the case study 

and future work in this direction is proposed. 

2 Conceptual Design Data In Product Development and PLM 

During the conceptual design phase, the product definition is in a state of flux as mul-

tiple iterations and options are considered until a suitable baseline design is developed 

[4]. The role of PLM systems is to manage the people, processes and products involved 

in developing and sustaining a product in order to increase stakeholder satisfaction and 

product quality while reducing lifecycle costs [5]. 

At the conceptual design stage, a balance must be struck between the freedom to 

iterate and the need to control the design process and capture relevant data. To date, 

PLM and computer assisted engineering tools have been limited in support of concep-

tual design [4,6], although some authors have proposed possible solutions, with a focus 

on managing and exploiting the types of information available at early versus late stages 

of the development process. 

Rizzi and Regazzoni [7] suggest that the use of problem solving or solution genera-

tion tools such as GTI’s RelEvent Diagram or TRIZ in a PLM framework could help 

exploit unstructured conceptual design information to improve knowledge manage-

ment, identify criticalities and reduce revision times, but do not elaborate on implemen-

tation. Torres et al [6] distinguish between geometric and non-geometric data at the 

conceptual design phase, and propose a knowledge-based approach combing QFD, ax-

iomatic design and FMEA with CAD Tools in order to connect the two. However, the 

product structure remains the foundation for the connection, and initial geometric de-

sign parameters must be defined early on. Chandrasegaran et al [8] explain that PLM 

extended the abilities of PDM systems to represent product data to the representation 
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of product knowledge which can be “represented in terms of requirements, specifica-

tions, artifacts, forms, functions, behaviours, design rationale, constraints and relation-

ships”. However, in actual implementation, many commercial tools continue to rely 

primarily on the product structure as the defining element of the product. A notable 

exception is Rachuri et al [9] who propose a PLM framework centered on the Core 

Product Model, which includes behaviour, function and geometry, which is in line with 

our current work but does not include relationships of causality like SAPPhIRE. 

An overall theme from the literature is that there is a distinction to be made between 

geometric and non-geometric data. This is consistent with the authors’ experience that 

non-geometric data may be more important than geometric data at the conceptual de-

sign stage [2].  In this work, ‘geometric’ is defined as data which can be measured in 

physical units and directly refers to the physical dimensions or configuration of a sys-

tem. The present work proposes how engineers and designers can organize these repre-

sentations in a logical structure based on a behavioural model. 

3 Representations of Product Behaviour for Supporting 

Conceptual Design 

The extended SAPPhIRE (State-Action-Parts-physical Phenomenon-Inputs-oRgan-

physical Effect) causality model [11] based on the work of Chakrabarti et al. [10], 

shown in Figure 1, provides a visual representation of how the behaviour and function 

of the system are brought about through one or multiple changes of state which occur 

due to the physical laws acting upon the system. This model provides a richer represen-

tation, at various levels of granularity, of the relationships between the function, behav-

iour and structure of a system, than previous function-behaviour-structure models, such 

as those of [12], [13], and [14]. Descriptions of each model element can be found in 

table 1. Previous work has demonstrated the use of the SAPPhIRE model for the rep-

resentation of in-service [15], test [11] and conceptual design data [16], and proposed 

as a framework for product lifecycle management [11]. The modified Extended SAP-

PhIRE model was developed in order to more closely align with the product develop-

ment process and to represent the evolution of the product over its lifecycle [10]. The 

intended benefits of this representation over traditional PLM product data structures 

include the ability to represent system behaviour at various level of granularity and 

system decomposition, as well as  the focus on system functions and behaviours, which 

demonstrate compliance to requirements, as opposed to a primary focus on the product 

structure or bills of materials. 

Preliminary research has demonstrated the use of the Extended SAPPhIRE model 

for the structuring the design data found within parametric design models used for con-

current conceptual design of CubeSats [2]. Three categories of conceptual design data 

were defined and identified within parametric models managed by a concurrent con-

ceptual design tool, CEDESK. These categories were then associated with correspond-

ing elements of the Extended SAPPhIRE model (Table 2), providing an initial indica-

tion of the viability of the use of the model for structuring conceptual design data. 
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Fig. 1. Extended SAPPhIRE Model 

Table 1. Extended SAPPhIRE model constructs [17] 

Model Construct Definition 

Parts A set of physical components and interfaces constituting the system 

and its environment of interaction. 

Change of State The attributes and values of attributes that define the properties of a 

given system at a given instant of time during its operation. 

Organ The structural context necessary for a physical effect to be activated. 

Physical Effect The law of nature governing a change. 

Input The energy, information or material requirements for a physical ef-

fect to be activated; interpretation of energy/material parameters of 

a change of state in the context of an organ. 

Physical Phenomenon A set of potential changes associated with a given physical effect for 

a given organ and inputs. 

Corrective Action: Action taken (by human intervention or by system self-correction) 

based on interpretation of change of state. 

Observation The interpretation of the change of state which may modify the cur-

rent system. 
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Table 2. Design Data Types and Element Correspondence [2] 

Data Type Definition Element 
Behavioural  Corresponds to physical phenomenon  Physical Effects 

Physical Phenomenon  
Geometric Measurable via physical units referring to 

physical system dimensions 
Organs 

Subset of Parts 

Change of State 
State Important design variables required for a 

change 
Inputs 

Change of State 

4 Case Study Context 

The University of Prince Edward Island is currently in the process of designing a 2U 

(20x10x10cm) CubeSat named ‘SpudNik-1’ in partnership with the Canadian Space 

Agency. This is part of the national Canadian CubeSat Project and has a target launch 

window of Q4 2021. The primary functional requirement for the satellite is to capture 

2-10m optical resolution of the Canadian province of Prince Edward Island (PEI) and 

relay it back to a ground station. This information will be used for ongoing precision 

agriculture research. The CubeSat standard was developed as a low cost means for uni-

versities to allow researchers and students to conduct a range of experiments [18]. 

These are typically launched as part of larger payloads by external partners and rely on 

existing infrastructure. As a result, the interfaces and safety requirements are tightly 

controlled by interface configuration documents and standards.  

The SpudNik-1 work breakdown structure presented in Figure 2 is based on typical 

breakdowns for CubeSats and complex systems engineering projects [18], [19], as well 

as logistical considerations.  

 

Fig. 2. Simplified Work Breakdown Structure 

The CubeSat development process (prior to launch) has been divided into four standard 

stages: Mission Concept Development; Preliminary Design; Detail Design; Assembly, 

Integration and Testing. The conceptual design activities were completed as part of the 

Mission Concept Development phase, and so the current work considers only the design 

progress up to the Mission Concept Review. 
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5 Methodology 

The methodology for the case study consisted of five main steps: 

1. Selection of a key behaviour for each subsystem 

2. Representation of subsystem behaviour using the Extended SAPPhIRE model 

3. Survey of design data created during the conceptual design phase (i.e. prior to the 

Mission Concept Review) 

4. Association of conceptual design data to relevant elements of the behavioural mod-

els 

5. Validation of model with designers 

The subsystems selected were based on the SpudNik-1 WBS. While additional behav-

ioural models would be needed to represent the complete CubeSat, for the scope of the 

present study, this was limited to one significant behaviour per subsystem. As the UPEI 

co-authors are involved in the project in the roles of project manager and systems en-

gineer, they had access to all relevant design data produced by the student teams. Where 

possible, conceptual design data was traced to originating files or documents. These 

sources were related to the appropriate model elements. For example, external inputs 

may be derived from standards and requirements, while relevant parts may be included 

in a BOM or a labelled sketch.  

6 Results 

6.1 Model Identification and Data Collection 

Based on the CubeSat system requirements and WBS, it was decided to develop six 

behavioural models, one for each subsystem, see table 3. The relevant team was iden-

tified in order to determine the most relevant data sources. It should be noted that while 

a central, web-based project management and documentation hub was used by all 

teams, each team also had its own data repository. 

Determining a suitable approach to partitioning the CubeSat design into behavioural 

models was referenced from both the system requirements, and the preexisting design 

teams. Table 3 summarizes this.  There were a host of possible analysis files to choose 

from for every team. One of the authors, as the system engineer and integration lead, 

had access to all relevant data and a thorough understanding of the overall development 

process. For the purposes of narrowing the scope, each behaviour was limited to a single 

parametric model, selected based on its relevance to the design and its impact on the 

overall design definition. The selected models are presented in table 3, along with the 

associated subsystem, team, and the primary driving requirements, in order to provide 

context. 

The source and types of data used for the parametric models varies between teams. 

The Buckling Analysis used dimensional and mechanical property data of initial rail 

designs and prototypes. The Reaction Wheel Analysis was based on preliminary esti-

mates regarding weight distribution from initial layouts and CAD assemblies provided 
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by the Structures and Payload team. It is important to note that the analyses are iterative, 

due to the ongoing evolution of the CubeSat design.   

Table 3. Subsystems and Behavioural Models 

Subsystem (Team) Behavioural Model Driving Requirement 

Thermal (Structures and Payload) Heat Transfer with envi-

ronment 

Component temperature 

limits 

Structure (Structures and Payload) Structural Buckling Critical launch load case 

Communications (Communica-

tions) 

Data Transceiving  Link budget and power 

requirements 

Power (Power) Power Generation  Power budget 

Optical Payload (Structures and 

Payload) 

Optical Sensing Image quality 

Attitude (Command & Control) Reaction Wheel Dynamics  Positioning requirements 

for image acquisition 

6.2 Mapping of analysis files to the SAPPhIRE Model 

The behavioural models of all six subsystems were developed, three of which are pre-

sented below in Figures 3, 4 and 5. Due to the observed consistency across data sources 

(Excel spreadsheets, initial CAD models, data sheets), there is a high level of confi-

dence that the models represent the targeted subsystem behaviours. The developed 

models and the information sources were also presented to the relevant designers, to 

garner their opinions. They expressed understanding of this representation of their sys-

tem and indicated an interest in the use of functional models for organizing their files. 

As reported in [2], and confirmed in this study, at the conceptual design stage, the 

physical phenomena are typically represented by calculations, parametric models or 

simplified simulations. These representations in turn draw on external data, which can 

be related to the inputs, parts and organs necessary for activating the phenomena. Table 

4 presents the sources for data used in each of the parametric models. We have not 

included project requirements and universal information (i.e. physical constants) in this 

summary as they are accessible project wide.  

There were three models whose analyses included standard components to be out-

sourced, and thus used specifications from online distributors. Two models were reliant 

on the geometries of the CubeSat that were featured in the CAD assembly. Finally, 

because of the simplicity of manufacturing rails, the Buckling Analysis used geometries 

from the simple physical prototypes to confirm its validity. 
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          Fig. 3. Buckling Analysis                 Fig. 4. Motor and Reaction Wheel Analysis 

 

Fig.5. Evaluation of Power Generation 

  For this case study, most of the exterior input data originated from either a CAD 

model or an online specifications sheet. Ideally, any future tool will be able to properly 

capture and store design information in all its forms, originating from a logbook to a 

website. Quantitative data should be inputted seamlessly into the model and its func-

tions. In contrast, qualitative would be catalogued and stored as its original file type 

into the appropriate behavioural model element. 
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Table 4. External sources for models 

Parametric Model External Data Source(s) Element 

Thermal Analysis CAD Model Organs 

Buckling Analysis Prototype Organs 

Transceiver Analysis Component, Supplier Datasheet Parts. Organs 

Operational Modes Component, Manufacturer Datasheet Parts, Organs 

Optical Sensor Design CAD Model Organs 

Reaction Wheel Analysis Component Supplier Datasheet Parts, Organs 

One difficulty encountered in representing system behaviour is capturing the different 

operational modes. This affects the behaviour of the power system, as other subsystems 

such as the optical payload, attitude control and communications have varying power 

requirements depending on the mode of operation of SpudNik-1. For example, the im-

aging mode requires more power than the hibernation mode. SAPPhIRE includes a 

feedback loop, so it can model these temporal variations in the data but it remains dif-

ficult to convey that here. This representation will be the focus of future work. 

7 Implications of work: 

Initially it was hypothesized that the buckling behaviour of the structure would be the 

most difficult to represent through a behavioural model due to its reliance on geometric 

data. However, during the mapping process it was realized that because the outer shell 

of the CubeSat is controlled by detailed interface requirements and pre-defined launch 

loads, the structure has little dependency on design changes to the other CubeSat sub-

systems. The Structures and Payload team can design the frame based on the load re-

quirements, while the relative placement and design of the internal components do not 

have to be taken into account. This indicates that it is the unvarying nature of the geo-

metric data rather than its total amount that is more relevant for defining the data struc-

ture (i.e. behavioural versus structural).  

In contrast, the assumptions necessary for designing the reaction wheels (i.e. Cu-

beSat inertia) are heavily dependent on geometric data that were not finalized at the 

conceptual design phase, for example the mass properties and distribution within the 

BUS. As a result, there is a high likelihood of design changes to the reaction wheels 

later in the development process. This indicates that the dependency between systems, 

in particular with respect to geometric properties, can be a critical factor.  

Lastly the Power analysis is primarily concerned with non-geometric data, for ex-

ample solar radiation levels in Low Earth Orbit and the power draw from the CubeSat 

subsystems. However, indirectly the analysis will be affected by the lack of geometric 

data. As the reaction wheel cannot be sourced confidently because of the lack of 

knowledge about the inertia, there remains uncertainty with respect to the power re-

quirements. 

An important observation that was not captured in the three models presented is the 

uncertainty and necessary iterations regarding the overall geometric definition and 

physical configuration of the CubeSat. For example, there are strict requirements re-
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garding the allowable mass and location of center of gravity for CubeSats, and uncer-

tainty with respect to the geometric properties of the subsystems results in an ongoing 

risk to meeting these requirements. Similarly, there is a strong dependency between the 

design of the Optical Payload and the overall CubeSat layout, due to the need to achieve 

as long an effective focal length as possible. The novelty of the of optical design adds 

to this complexity. 

These observations further indicate that the high level of uncertainty regarding the 

physical definition of the system at the early stages of design calls into question the 

utility of the product structure for organizing conceptual design data, as traditionally 

done in PLM systems. It should be noted that there exist tools to manage the complexity 

described above, for example the design structure matrix and collaborative design tools 

aim to reduce the risk associated with coupled systems. However, these tools do not 

address questions of data structure for sharing and reuse, which are central to PLM 

systems. 

8 Conclusion 

This paper served to further experiment with the extended SAPPhIRE model as a po-

tential substitute for the product data structure via a case study on a CubeSat design. To 

reiterate the overall objective of the work, the behavioural models shown are proposed 

as the framework for replacing the generic product data structure, represented by the 

BOMs, used in PLM systems. During the conceptual design phase, system functions, 

behaviour and spatial and geometric properties go through multiple iterations, which 

causes the product data structure to also evolve quickly. When one considers the poten-

tial scale of a PLM system and the corresponding engineering tools that rely on the 

product data structure the ramifications are substantial. The functional definition of the 

design is much more consistent, and thus a more stable foundation on which to base a 

data structure.  

One area of future work is the study of project management data, such as schedule 

constraints and budget, present during conceptual design, as these can have a significant 

influence on design decisions. An additional goal is to eventually represent the entire 

CubeSat in one integrated model. Being able to show how some behaviours are more 

interconnected including causality relationships with regards to requirements, inputs 

etc. compared to others has potential for optimizing the data framework and reflecting 

the true reliance between design teams. Having different design teams test out a tool 

would be very useful for both validation and optimization. Finally, there is an option to 

experiment with a wider range of engineering fields i.e. aerospace and automotive in-

dustries. In general, CubeSats can be considered variant designs, comparable to sequen-

tial generations of products with common platforms seen in said industries i.e. models. 

Both cases involve heavily relying on previous designs as a reference for the new prod-

uct, a practice that may be considered with the during the work on the tool.  
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